LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
Expansion Pack #2
Note: it is optimal to play expansion pack #1 in addition to this pack, as the characters are
added to the character lists in order of occurrence.
(16 TOTAL – ALL MAY BE PLAYED BY EITHER GENDER)

Note: mask colors are just a suggestion, as they go with the character’s name, and when you have a variety of
colors– it will make your group photo look awesome.
Expansion Pack #2 – Included in this file

CHARLIE
PERIWINKLE
Fisherman

Optional character
Either

MICKY
MUSTARD
Astronaut

Optional character
Either

STEVIE PINK
Cafeteria Line Worker
Optional character
Either

CARNEY
COBALT

Amusement Park Ride
Operator
Optional character

Originally hailing from the bayous of southern Louisiana,
Charlie travels the world in search of the best deep sea
fishing. Charlie recently took a position as a boat captain
hosting deep sea fishing excursions along the eastern
coastline. Charlie’s famous for pirate impersonations and
prefers to be called Captain Charlie.

Casual bluish purple
colored attire of any kind.
Fisherman’s hat or pirate
hat as an optional prop.
Bluish purple masquerade
mask as a prop.

Micky Mustard lingers in the shadows during social
gatherings, as an exceptionally high I.Q. makes Micky a
challenge to have a conversation with, as s/he talks over
everyone’s head. Micky is a rocket scientist-turnedastronaut with superhuman intelligence.

Astronaut costume (or any
white jumpsuit) with a
golden trimmed
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Stevie Pink is the nosy cafeteria line worker at Bloodworth
Falls Elementary School. Stevie knows everything about
everyone through eavesdropping on the kids during
lunchtime. This lunch worker’s no stranger to cuttin’ a rug,
as Stevie is always bustin’ a move.

Cafeteria uniform with a
hairnet as an optional
prop. Pink masquerade
mask as a prop.

Carney Vale is the boisterous amusement park ride operator
at Bloodworth Falls Amusement Center. Carney has a bad
habit of mocking people and has a reputation for being
greedy. Don’t get into a situation where Carney could take
advantage of you, or you’ll lose!

Blue carnival/amusement
park uniform/t-shirt. Blue
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Tele Taupe is always on top of the latest story - sometimes
before they happen! Tele’s an ambitious investigative
reporter for the RBC Television Station and will stop at
nothing to be the first to get the scoop.

Taupe colored attire with a
microphone (toy/fake) as
an optional prop. Taupe
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Chek Lilac is the pennywise bank teller. Known to be quite
frugal, Chek will drive you crazy with meticulous calculations
to the nearest quarter of a cent! Add on thirty minutes to the
time slot if you plan a lunch date with Chek, as it takes that
long for Chek to analyze the bill!

Business attire (black or
any shade of purple) with
a light purple masquerade
mask as a prop.

Frankie Vermillion is the energetic emergency room
physician at Bloodworth Falls Hospital and heir to the
Bloodwood Castle. This doc’s in serious love - with Dr.
Frankie Vermillion. Dr. V doesn’t pass up a reflective
surface without admiring him/herself.

Lab coat and stethoscope
as an optional prop. Red
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Either

TELE TAUPE
RBC News Reporter

Optional character
Either

CHEK LILAC
Bank Teller

Optional character
Either

FRANKIE
VERMILLION
ER Physician

Optional character
Either
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ALEX
CHARCOAL
Pastry Chef

Optional character

Alex Charcoal is a baker and owner of the Bloodworth Falls
Bakery. Alex is the rudest soul in town and a notorious party
crasher. For this reason, Alex received a free ticket to the
masquerade ball at the castle just to ease the tension!

Dark gray colored attire
with a chef’s hat as an
optional prop. Dark gray
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Furen Copper is the most annoying one-upper in Bloodworth
Falls. If you’ve done, said, or tried anything cool, Furen’s
done it more often, said it already and tried it three times.
Furen is new to Bloodworth Falls, and not many people have
gotten to know the real Dr. Copper.

Lab coat and stethoscope
as an optional prop.
Copper masquerade mask
as a prop.

Dylan Salmon is the most melancholy event videographer on
the planet! Why this doom and gloomer would choose a
career filming folks on their happiest days is beyond
comprehension. However, this gothic videographer’s dark
and quirky event videos are becoming quite the trend in
Bloodworth Falls!

Casual salmon colored
attire with a salmon
masquerade mask as a
prop,

Robyn Teal is the charming kindergarten teacher at
Bloodworth Falls Elementary School. Robyn prefers the
single life and doesn’t want to be bogged down. Robyn’s the
town jet-setter and lives for the next adventure.

Casual teal attire with a
teal masquerade mask as
a prop.

Bat Von Aqua is the morose tattoo artist at the Bloodworth
Falls Ink Shop. Every sentence that spews from Bat’s
mouth is negative, unenthusiastic, and somewhat alarming.
A self-proclaimed pessimist, Bat spends free time in a
darkened, dilapidated house on the edge of town writing
sinister poetry.

Aqua attire, full-sleeve
tattoo on the arms,
tattooed neck, and face
(use makeup/temporary
tattoos). Wild Mohawk
hair (wig) and an aqua
masquerade mask.

Pizzy Sapphire is the antisocial guitarist for the band Armpit
Anguish. Pizzy suffers from severe anger management
issues and is extremely judgmental of others. These nasty
qualities tend to anger not only Pizzy’s band mates but also
anybody who’s around for more than a minute.

Blue rock-n-roll attire with
a blue masquerade mask
as a prop. Optional to
have a guitar (toy/real) as
a prop.

Mel Mauve has always been a daredevil. Mel is a brave
skydiving instructor who aspires to be a reality television
star. Mel applies for any reality television show that is
casting and is patiently awaiting a big break.

Mauve colored casual
attire with a mauve
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Tony Tangerine is the blatantly honest artist. Tony tells the
truth, no matter what, even at Tony’s expense. If you want to
know the truth, speak to Tony. Tony’s art pieces can be
seen in businesses around Bloodworth Falls, as Tony is a
talented artist.

Painter overalls (orange
color if possible – or white
with orange paint
splatters) or casual orange
attire with an orange
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Danny Magenta is a social media consultant. A hard worker,
Danny is a true and loyal friend. Danny’s known as social
media royalty because Danny can boost your business’s
social media accounts to a million followers overnight!

Casual business attire
(magenta colored if
possible) and a magenta
masquerade mask as a
prop.

Either

FUREN
COPPER
Veterinarian

Optional character
Either

DYLAN
SALMON
Videographer

Optional character
Either

ROBYN TEAL
Kindergarten Teacher
Optional character
Either

BAT VON
AQUA
Tattoo Artist

Optional character
Either

PIZZY
SAPPHIRE
Guitarist

Optional character
Either

MEL MAUVE
Skydiving Instructor

Optional character
Either

TONY
TANGERINE
Artist

Optional character
Either

DANNY
MAGENTA

Social Media Consultant
Optional character
Either
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